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Terre Haute Uses Coatings Knowledge

by:Kent Seavers

Last year, Horner Industrial’s Sales Manager,

customer’s old equipment, making it like new,

motors and removing the old

Terry Thorne, urged us to attend a coatings

and in this case, probably better! We take

ones on Cooling Towers side

class put on by Loctite and our Thermal Spray

pride in knowing that, as a company, we have

by side. The problem? It was

and Coatings Division. Just a couple of months

capabilities to not only repair our customer’s

seven stories in the air. Two

later, the Terre Haute shop had an opportunity

equipment but that we have the means to

of Horner’s departments came

to use, and apply, what was learned during

actually make it better!

that class.

Horner’s

A local company sent in a sewer exhaust fan,

Coatings Division is a great addition to the list

motor, and housing. After searching for a suit-

of services Horner Industrial provides its’ cus-

the motors. Luckily we had the

able replacement a fan with the same dimen-

tomers. It’s an add-on that other companies

use of an elevator and a hatch

sions that would “drop in” could not be found.

aren’t able to provide and it builds confidence

in the floor to get them into the

The motor was beyond repair, and being a 1.5

with our customers that we can not only repair

mechanical room. But now they

HP explosion proof motor it was replaced. The

their equipment but we can also “Restore” it

had to maneuver them out onto

fan was in good condition but the steel hous-

to a like new or better condition. We’re going

ing was severely rusted from the inside out.

to be looking for more opportunities to send

After dismantling the unit, the housing was

products to our Thermal Spray and Industrial

sand blasted and all the holes were repaired.

Coatings Division in the future and we’re sug-

We decided to utilize what we learned at the

gesting that all of Horner’s divisions take a

Coatings Class and we sent the fan over to the

closer look at the jobs that come in to deter-

Horner Thermal Spray and Industrial Coatings

mine if we could offer our customers a better

Division. They applied two coats of ceramic

overall repaired product by sending it over to

filled epoxy to the inside of the steel housing to

Horner’s Coatings Division.

in need of installing two 50Hp

into the project. Fan and Fab
designed and made the rigging
cranes and Mechanical Field
Service installed and removed

the roof. It took a 20ft. chain fall
to lower the old motors and lift
the new.

provide an abrasive resistant surface. Repairs
of this nature will add years of service to this

Thermal

Spray

and

Industrial

Generating Business
in Louisville
By: Judy Simpson
The Louisville shop was recently
given the opportunity to evaluate
the repair on a 175 KW portable
Generator for one of their munici-

Hearing Protection, It’s A Sound Investment
by: Mike Moyer

pal Wastewater customer’s.
Charlie Mings has worked on

Recently we conducted noise

employees while performing

One of the most important

these types of units in the past

monitoring in two of our shops

these tasks or in the close

things to keep in mind is that

and went with Chris Probus to the

to see what kind of sound levels

proximity while these tasks are

hearing damage is permanent;

customer’s site to inspect the unit

employees may be exposed to

being performed to wear prop-

it is not an injury that will heal

to see if it was something he felt

on a day-to-day basis. The

er hearing protection which is

itself or come back over time

comfortable working on. Charlie

overall results of the tests were

provided by Horner.

on its own. The steps that you

is always up for a challenge and

favorable; we did not have any

Noise whether at work or at

take today to protect yourself

rarely turns down what would

employees participating in the

home can affect you in many

will directly relate to how well

be considered a “head scratch-

experiment exposed to danger-

ways.

you hear one, five, or ten years

er” for other technicians. After

ous levels of noise across their

toms of high noise exposure

Charlie looked at the unit and did

entire shift. It is important how-

are ringing in the ears, muffled

some basic diagnostic checks he

ever to keep in mind that this

hearing, disturbed concentra-

assured the customer that he felt

can be somewhat misleading.

tion and communication, trou-

confident that he would be able

While you may be in safe lim-

ble sleeping, and behavioral

find and repair the problem.

its of average noise exposure

change.

Charlie conducted an evaluation

across an 8-hour work shift,

It is important to know that just

of the unit which revealed that

you could be using machinery

because you are wearing ear-

the generator was grounded. He

or tools that give off levels of

plugs does not mean you are

broke the connections loose and

noise that can negatively affect

completely protected from high

separated the ground. Next his

you and your hearing.

levels of noise. Improper appli-

diagnostics revealed a drain on

While the employees we tested

cation, or even noise levels

the battery, after more trouble-

demonstrated safe levels of

greater than the protection rat-

shooting a short was located

noise for the day as a whole,

ing of the plug, can still lead to

in the battery charger and was

there were some problematic

hearing impairments. If this is

repaired.

areas identified as well. Both

the case, you should practice

The unit was tested using a 15

high pressure hosing, as well

Double Protection, and wear

HP motor by connecting the tran-

as cob blasters tested above

noise-canceling ear muffs over

sition switch to the load side. The

regulated levels of noise pro-

the top of earplugs for a better

end result being the unit ran flaw-

duction and will require all

reduction.

lessly. Thank you Charlie!

Some of the symp-

down the road.
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Sound And
Vibration
From Pulse
Furnace
by: Nelson Baxter

Meet Brenda Swift,
Accounts Payable
A new building had been con-

next to the offices with the

pulse firing frequency of the

structed at a university and

highest sound and vibration

furnaces. This meant that near

it had objectionable levels of

levels, there was a hollow

the top of the tower there was

both sound and vibration. Both

square tower that only con-

effectively a 3 foot speaker

problems were related to the

tained stairs. The tower went

pumping energy into the tower.

three pulse furnaces heating

up past the rooftop much like

To make matters even worse.

the building.

The furnaces

a church steeple. In the area

The height of the open tower

were located in the basement.

of tower that stood above the

was approximately 30 feet,

The furnaces’ flues ran under

roof, there was a 3 ft. diameter

which matches the wavelength

the floors then up a chase and

circular window. This window

of the 37 Hz frequency.

out through short stacks in the

was directly across from the

Two actions were taken to

roof. Vibration and sound spec-

furnace exhaust stacks. It was

resolve the problem. The first

tra were taken in the offices

discovered that this window

was to put mufflers on the flue

areas where there were prob-

was vibrating with extremely

lines. The second was to raise

lems.

high levels of vibration at the

the height of the flues to well

in both the sound and vibration

furnace pulsing frequency.

above that of the window in

spectra were at approximately

When a resonance test was

the tower, so it would not be

37 Hz, which was the pulse fir-

performed, it was discovered

excited. These actions solved

ing frequency of the furnaces.

that the window’s natural fre-

the problem.

At the end of the building

quency was very close to the

The primary frequency

Meet Brenda, she’s the face
behind getting our bills paid on the
Industrial side. Brenda’s job includes
paying for: utilities, phone, freight,
vendors, and marketing bills. She
also works on the expense reports
and credit cards.
Brenda lives in Edinburgh, Indiana
out in the country in a home her
father built. She is currently taking care of him, Frank Swift, for he
has Alzheimer’s. Her dad was well
known in Edinburgh, he owned a
liquor store that had been in business for 40 years that has recently
closed. Their advertising line was
“Swift Service.” The building which
was formally a grocery store called
Dinn’s was Frank’s Grandparents so
the building has been in the family
for nearly 100 years.
Faith and Family are important to
Brenda, she grew up with 7 brothers and 2 sisters. Her hobbies are
collecting Cardinals, riding motorcycles, and spoiling her nieces and
nephews.
Email, call, or go up and introduce
yourself to Brenda!
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Fixing Potholes
by: Troy Elder
We actually fix our Pot Holes

of them at least. This blower

Training a Big Hit for MFS

assembly came out of an

Horner Institute of Technology

discussed. (Grease)

Internal

by another client of the com-

asphalt plant. What is Asphalt?

(referred a to as HIT) in this

tolerances and settings of the

pany. The discussion included

Asphalt concrete pavement

article would like to announce

radial control device (clearance

subjects such as: Acceptance

mixes are typically composed

the two newest members of

settings)

Materials selection

of acute angle of intersection

of 5% asphalt cement and 95%

it’s facility.

Professor Dan

and considerations (selection

(Alignment angularity) Effects

aggregates (stone, sand, and

Storey and Professor Mark

of the bearing type and how to

of temperature change on

gravel). Due to its highly viscous

Rosebrock.

install) Prof Storey’s presenta-

one or more of the cylindri-

nature, asphalt cement must be

Prof. Storey hosted a sympo-

tion was at the HIT headquar-

cal objects. (thermal growth)

heated so it can be mixed with

sium, attended by one of our

ters at Indianapolis. (proper fan

Parallel

the aggregates at the asphalt

esteemed clients, on “Radial

bearing installation)

(vertical and horizontal offset)

mixing facility.... It is used for

suspension of a rotating mass”.

Prof. Rosebrock conducted

Prof. Rosebrock’s presentation

surfacing roads, flooring, and

Where the topics covered were:

a session on “Collinear posi-

was at Butler Indiana. (shaft

roofing. The motor came in and

Friction reduction and tem-

tioning of multiple cylindrical

alignment)

it was grounded. It’s somewhat

perature control system was

objects”.

here in Ft. Wayne, well some

By: Ralph Coonce

plane

discrepancy

This was attended

special in that it is a 75 HP,
3600 RPM motor, but it has a
long shaft (A 364T Frame). One

Our New Faces

would think that these motors
would be on the shelf, and readily available, but they are not. We

Jody Aurand
Coatings
Painter

sent the stator to the Washington
Street shop for a rush rewind.
Once it’s repaired and cleaned
up, it will go back to the customer and continue to make asphalt
and keep filling those potholes!

Nehemiah Coon
Fan and Fab
Welder/Fabricator
Samantha Daniels
Fan and Fab
Admin
Mike Parson
Springfield
Parts Cleaner
Scott Thigpen
Springfield
2nd Shift Supervisor

Kevin Buchanan
Wash St.
Winder

Paul Crutchfield
Coatings
Sprayer

Chris Hyatt
APG
Sales

Wendy Calvert
APG
Accounts Payable

David McGauhey
APG
Production

Aaron Lewis
Wash St.
Cleanup

Robin Rowland
APG
Production

Karen Hudson
Wash St.
Purchaser

Terry Connolly
APG
Sales
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APG Takes The
Cake
By: Tyler Sheller

Motor on Fire
Horner Industrial

Superhero T-Shirt Days, Oreo

by: Troy Elder and Ralph Coonce

received a

if we could use parts from that

and seating all new brushes

call from a Steel Producing

spare motor. Luckily we could!

too. Of course this is in a steel

Customer that they had a large

Horner’s Field Service Team

plant, so the environmental

open frame DC motor with

installed 115 new brushes, did

conditions are less than ideal

a burned brush holder on a

the repairs, and installation of

for cleanliness, temperature

motor. Troy Elder (Fort Wayne)

the replacement parts. Our

and lighting. Neutral was set

was our “first responder”, grab-

team witnessed the unloaded

and we were ready to begin the

bing a Megger, and camera, he

start up of the motor and was

real world testing, will it run?

rushed to the customer site to

present again to witness the

This was truly a team effort,

help them out. However, when

full production start up on the

using Ryan Haffenden from the

he arrived at the site, he knew

motor.

FW facility, Jerry Voelkel and

they were in real trouble.

After dismantling the failed

Corban Hartley from the EFS

The motor had gone to ground

motor to evaluate and test the

group, and Evan Baldwin and

and had caught fire, but unbe-

shunt, series, interpole wind-

Mark Hartman from the MFS

lievably, it was still running

ings and cleaning and remov-

group. Mark Hartman was the

when they realized they had a

ing the carbon from the arma-

on-site lead guy for the proj-

problem. Troy contacted MFS

ture winding, and scrapping

ect, Mark has years of experi-

who assembled a crew at a

the slots and commutator, we

ence with this customer and

moment’s notice to travel to the

still had good windings. The

equipment, and he once again

customer’s site.

customer summed it up well,

proved to them why they have

We initially thought that we

and said “We hurt the motor,

the confidence in him, and in

are going to need to fabricate

but it was not fatal”. We had to

Horner that they do, depend-

parts, due to the fact that the

remove and replace the brush

ing on us to get them back into

motor is over 50 years old and

holders,

production.

was obviously specially built at

electrical rings that connect

that time. As work was being

the brush holders insulators

done, the customer mentioned

and the actual cast iron brush

that they “thought” they had

holder yoke. The parts were

a spare motor in a remote

large and heavy enough that

warehouse. We went over to

we had to bring in a small

their warehouse to determine

portable crane to assist with

if the motor was identical and

the material handling. Sanding

brushes,

springs,

Day, Chili Cook off, monthly birthday celebrations, baby showers
– these are just a few of the ways
Horner APG is celebrating who
we are: “A Team”. In the past
few months, we’ve come together
as a company to take the time
to celebrate more than just the
little things (like National Oreo
Day), but also the live-changing
moments (like a baby shower for
a special APG couple’s first grandchild).
Cake, ice cream, chili, cookies –
tasty treats aside, our team has
been sharing some good food,
laughs, and memories. In the
months ahead, we can expect to
celebrate more birthdays, sport
our favorite superhero t-shirt, Star
Wars Day (May the Fourth be with
you), hat days, cook offs, National
Doughnut Day, and more!
Thank you to everyone who has
contributed and participated in
all these enriching activities, and
thank you to management for
encouraging our team to come
together as a group to play just as
hard as we work!
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It’s Showtime
by: Tyler Sheller
Springtime at Horner Lighting:
the dining room looks like an
episode of Extreme Hoarders;
two big black containers are
packed with about 1 ton of fixtures, framework, and support

Larry Farley (EFS) Retires
for

I say “fart” in a company news-

Many times on Friday after-

Horner on August 11th, 1995.

letter?) Because that is what

noon at 4:30 or so, I’d call Larry

Prior to his joining our com-

best describes the man who

with a fake customer emer-

LightFair

pany, Larry worked for the City

played more cruel, but funny

International (LFI) is the larg-

of Indianapolis which is where

jokes on me! He was witty, sar-

est lighting tradeshow in the

I first met him. Bill Rice, who

castic, a brat and the sweetest

industry. Each year, thousands

I proceeded as EFS Manager,

friend I have ever met at a job.

of vendors, exhibitors, custom-

hired Larry as his Admin. Larry

Larry is a one of a kind guy, I

What I’m going to miss about

helped in the field on occa-

will miss so very much! But if

Larry the most is the early

sion early on but, was primarily

he sends me one more picture

morning before clock in time .

responsible for purchasing and

of a palm tree, corona beer,

All the conversations we would

The booths for these events

pulling together jobs for billing.

gas grill and his pool during

showcase our products, inform

His analytical ability served the

month end I will seriously come

the customer about our solu-

company well as he became a

unglued. Enjoy your retirement

tions, and act as educational

Vantage super-user when we

you deserve it!

components for both attendees

adopted it as our ERP system.

-Hope McKay

materials; and three little letters
are emblazoned in the minds of
everyone involved with what’s
happening:

LFI.

ers, specialists, engineers, and
attendees come together to learn
the latest trends in lighting… and
to show off.

and those who visit our facility once the show has ended.
After each show, we completely
reassemble the booth here at
our Indianapolis headquarters

Larry

started

working

Larry’s sense of humor and

gency. He was always wise to
my pranking. I did it to hear him
laugh. I miss that.
-Craig Hallett

have about animals ( we’d talk
Turkey, bull you know) anyway best wishes and stay cool
down there.
- Gary Anderson
Hey Larry, I want to thank you

quick wit was part of what he

Larry used to be a customer

for all the times I called you in

brought to work every day.

of ours. When he came in we

the middle of the night and you

always had a good laugh with

answered the phone in a gra-

his sense of humor. “Then” he

cious tone. It was not unusual

came to work for us and there

for me to get a couple of calls

-Jim Howson

so that visiting customers, new
employees, or potential partners

Larry Farley is a one of a kind

can experience our comprehen-

wasn’t a dull moment since!!

in the middle of the night and

man! He was so helpful and

sive solutions for themselves.

I will really miss “Scary Larry”

a customer in need of a drives

taught me so much in the time

as we call him. I wish him all

technician to get them up and

we worked together. He was

the best.

running. Thanks again Larry for

truly the guru of Vantage, espe-

- Karen Childs

all your help.

Great job to engineering, sales,
marketing, and production for
your work on making these
events run as smoothly and professionally as possible!

cially for such an old fart. (Can

-Randy Isley
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Motor Audit
by: Terry Thorne and Craig Hallett

We were asked by a major food producing

Craig Hallett and Mike Croft to coordi-

going to be exposed to in his new position.

company served by Horner Industrial to

nate the effort as this particular plant had

The survey took 3 days to accomplish and

conduct motor audits at all of their plants

over 400 motors in operation. The survey

the end result was another satisfied Horner

located within Horner Industrial’s trading

consisted of taking data from every motor

Industrial customer.

area. We needed to go in and identify if

nameplate and entering it onto a spread-

the motors in their plant were being used in

sheet along with the motor’s location, the

the proper applications and to call out any

equipment or process it was mounted on

motors that weren’t. They were specifically

and the environment classification.

concerned with Class II, Division II areas to

Due to scheduling conflicts Mike Croft was

make sure that they had the correct motors

unable to help out during the time frame

for that areas classification.

the customer wanted the survey accom-

This also gave us the opportunity to walk

plished. Given that news Craig decided to

their entire plant to see what other prod-

ask the Inside Sales Team’s newest team

ucts and services Horner Industrial may

member, Tyrus Demereth, to fill in for Mike

be able to provide them with in the future.

to provide Tyrus with practical, hands on, in

Dennis Cardwell worked together with

field training of the type of information he’s

Marc Dardeen’s (Fan and Fab) Retirement Party
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Brad Snodgrass
New Operations
Manager: Fan and
Fab
By: Alan Horner

Marc Dardeen, Operations MGR. Fan and Fab
Retires

Brad Snodgrass assumed the

Marc has made the decision to

and operated a beauty shop,

a Production Manager. After a

role of Division Manager for Fan

retire, and will do so as of May

Marc’s responsibility there was

couple of years he moved into

and Fab effective March 19,

1st, 2018. Obviously this is one

to clean the shop, but some-

the Plant Engineer position. He

2018. Brad has an extensive

of those bittersweet moments

times he found himself sham-

was on call 24/7 and remem-

background in this business as

where I am happy for Marc

pooing hair!

bered what he has learned on

he managed Snodgrass Sheet

and his family, while at the

Marc attended and graduated

his grandfather’s farm the days

Metal for many years, which

same time, I realize that his

from Indiana State University

are long. He worked closely

was a family business, and has

shoes will be very difficult to fill.

in 1972 and got a teaching job

with Indiana Fan and Horner

been with Horner for two years.

His experience, work ethic, and

in Delphi, IN. He taught graph-

Electric where he developed a

Over those two years he has

wisdom will be greatly missed,

ic arts, basic electricity, and

relationship with the owner of

interacted with the HIS sales

but most of all, I will miss his

started a building trades class.

Indiana Fan and Alan Horner.

group extensively, which will be

friendship and loyalty he has

Although Marc enjoyed teach-

In the 1990’s he accepted the

key to acheiving his objective

shown to the Horner family and

ing it didn’t take long for him to

position as Vice President and

of penetrating our existing cus-

our business.

realize that he couldn’t support

General Manager of Indiana

tomer base.

-Alan Horner

a family on a teacher’s salary.

Fan. Indiana Fan was bought

He found himself at a couple of

by Horner Electric in 1997. 27

I would ask that everyone be
patient during this transition as

Marc’s background and how

jobs over the years that includ-

years later he is still here and

I am sure there will be some

he ended up at Horner.

ed: Aetna Life and Casualty

now ready for retirement.

bumps along the way. I assure

When Marc was a child he

working as a loss control engi-

He contributes his success-

you that Brad, Heidi, and Matt

worked on his grandfather’s

neer where he developed his

ful careers to his wife Terry,

will all be there to help work

dairy farm in Clay County

love for the engineering field,

she supported him

trhough any issues that might

Indiana. he learned the impor-

Illinois Cereal Mills (Cargill

worked long days and weeks.

occur. Please join me in wishing

tance of getting up early and

today) where he was hired on

Marc has two daughters: Leslie

Marc the best in his upcoming

making the most of everyday. A

as a project/design engineer.

and Dawn and are blessed with

retirement, and also welcome

work week has seven days but

This was pre-CAD so drawing

six Grandchildren and a Great

Brad into his new role.

time was always taken for the

was done by hand. Marc went

Grandson. Marc says just like

family and to service the Lord.

back to school at Kansas State

his Parents and Grandparents

As he got older he worked

University where he expand-

taught him, always make time

for his father who started a

ed his knowledge about Mill

for family and serve the Lord.

commercial painting service

Designs and Operations.

Priorities: Lord, Family, and

after his discharge from the

Marc was then transfered to

Work. If you do this than life

military. Marc’s mother owned

Cargill here in Indianapolis as

is good!

while he
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Did You Know Nick
Cain (Springfield) Is
A Musician?
Nick Cain works over at the

A Letter From Marc Dardeen

Springfield location where he takes
care of eTime, Vantage updates,

Over the last year I have been

The Horner organization is

them than I could ever impart.

work order flow, maintain ISO pro-

asked several times, “when are

a family that cares about the

But it is not just work, but get-

gram for Spfld. He also maintains

you going to retire”. My answer

employees, the customers,

ting to know their families that

Honda’s SAP Portal (PO confirma-

has always been, “not for a

and the community. It is this

have made these relationships

tions). Just a small list of how Nick

while”. I have always felt that

type of company that a person

special. To share in their joy

helps us out.

as long as I had good health,

wants to work for and I have

and also in their sadness has

Nick was raised in a large family,

enjoyed my job, and contrib-

been blessed with that oppor-

provided a bond that means

most of whom were musicians.

uted to the growth of the com-

tunity thus, the bitterness of

more than words can express.

He grew up listening to everything

pany I would then continue to

leaving.

There are also customers and

from country music, bluegrass,

work. But, knowing that retire-

I am not concerned about

vendors that have allowed

rock and roll, celtic, blues, jazz,

ment was not too many years

walking away from the day to

Horner to be an extension of

rockabilly, etc.

down the road, key people

day operations because Brad

their operations. When this

Nick taught himself to play guitar

were added to our manage-

Snodgrass,

Randall,

happens the result is that we

when he was 9 years old and the

ment staff and it is now time

and Matt Phelps are all top

depend on one another and

obsession started. He’s got quite

to let them lead the company

notch managers who offer

also have a better appreciation

the instrument collection after col-

into the future. Effective May

so much potential and have

for each other.

lecting them for 23 years.

1st, 2018 this transition will be

exhibited

manage-

Relationships aren’t built over-

He currently owns and plays: 5

made and I will officially retire.

ment skills. Each is experi-

night but they grow with each

electric guitars, 3 acoustic guitars,

This

Horner

enced in the metal industry

passing day. I have been fortu-

1 bass guitar, 1 dulcimer, and 2

Industrial has a long and illus-

and understands that success

nate to have developed close

piano/synthesizers. He can also

trious history. To be privileged

is the result of customer ser-

friendships and cannot express

play the banjo and mandolin but

with the opportunity to manage

vice and quality. The last 27

how grateful I am for these

doesnt own them, as he says,

a Division of Horner Industrial

years have been filled with

associations.

“yet!” Inside his home he has a

is considered an honor. But,

challenges and fond memo-

In conclusion, thanks to one

small recording studio with a digital

to manage a division that, as

ries but the thing I cherish

and all. I will miss each and

32 track recording console, various

of March 14th, has been in

the most are the friendships. I

every one of you but appreci-

recording/mixing software, several

existence for 123 years carries

have been richly blessed with a

ate the fact that the Good Lord

mixing boards, effects processors,

with it a lot of pride. To see

very talented staff that always

allowed me to be a small part

and a host of microphones! Looks

such a rich heritage and then

worked together to accomplish

in each of your lives. May God

like we have a music producer

to be part of the growth and

the impossible and make every

bless you with good times and

within Horner! Nick and his son

prosperity has been humbling

day seem so routine. I feel that

with prosperity.

Bennett pictured above.

and rewarding.

I gained more knowledge from

division

of

Heidi

strong
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Pump Business
Starting To Come In
by: Duane Synder

In early November 2017 Horner
Industrial Group set out to create a designated pump shop to
meet the needs of our always
growing customer base. Through

Preventative Maintenance: Coatings

by: Albert Anderson

Preventative maintenance is vital

The pump was brand new. We

suface on the parts. In this case

to extending the service life of just

determined that the back plate

the hardness was about double of

about anything we use. A little bit

had to be cut so that when our

that of just the bare parts.

the months of December and

of time here and there can save

coating processes were done

Sometimes it’s hard to get people

January a few jobs came in,

the headaches and cost of being

everything would fit together and

to understand, but spend a little

but the bulk of work being done

down for a major repair. There

still have room for adjustment if

now, and you can save a lot later

was creating work areas, setting

is one thing though that even

the customer needed to do so.

in down time.

the best maintenance plan can’t

The first step was to coat the

prevent.

case, impellers, and the face of

Eventually parts do wear out,

the back plate with .015” of car-

especially those in high friction

bide. That doesn’t sound like a lot

environments. Not all wear is pre-

but that coating doesn’t take much

of 2018 I’d like to report our

ventable but it can be slowed

to do its job. For added protection

shelves are ¾ full, and pumps

down. One of the most common

we sprayed a thin mil of ceramic

are coming in weekly. Our pump

questions we get asked over here

based coating from Loctite. This

shop has started a new dialogue

at coatings is “Can you make it

coating not only is durable but

last longer?” the answer is always

the slick finish also improves the

“yes”.

efficiency of the pump.

Most of the time the parts we get

The two nozzles were sent to us

are used and we are restoring

needing to be hard coated inside

up shelving and adding machine
tool equipment with the anticipation of a busy work load to come.
Now entering the second quarter

with vendors, salespeople and
customers that Horner Industrial
is your “Go to” maintenance facility for all things commercial and

them back to oem specs. Some

and out. Due to the small and

industrial. Thank you all for your

have minor damage and some

complex nature of the parts we

support in making Horner Pump

have severe damage.

were unable to process these

Shop an up and coming reality.

Occasionally though we get asked

in house. We ended up send-

what we can do to a brand new

ing them to an outside vendor

part to lengthen its life? Once we

to have them coated in process

figure out what the main cause

called “salt bath nitriding”. The

of wear is we select a coating, or

parts were put into a bath of liq-

sometimes coatings, that will best

uid salt at temperature range of

hold up.

750F-1050F. The nitrogen and

We recently did two jobs of this

carbon from the liquid salt diffuse

nature. One was a small pump,

onto the surfaces of the parts.

and the other were two nozzles.

This creates a much harder wear

Before

After

Before

After
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“A customer is the most important visitor on our premises
He is not dependent on us.
We are dependent on him.
He is not an interruption on our work.
He is the purpose of it.
He is not an outsider on our business.
He is part of it.
We are not doing him a favor by serving him.
He is doing us a favor by giving us an opportunity to do so.”
Kenneth B Elliott, VP of Sales Studebaker

We Are Dependent Upon Our Customers

by: Alan Horner

A few weeks ago, an employee was kind enough to send me

to the demands of our customers. So for that, I want to say thank

something and it got me thinking about our company and if we

you to our employees and to the spouses and families, for those

are really treating our customers the way we should. After much

that have given so much to the Horner family over the years to

thought, it was obvious to me that we are not quite living up to

service our customers.

the standards that we once were. As I think about this and all of

Above you will find the thoughts of a wise man and something I

the changes at Horner over the years, it is possible that we have

felt I needed to share with all of you since it was shared with me. I

lost sight of the real reason we are here. Our sole purpose while

believe that this is exactly how each and every employee needs to

at work is to take care of our customers and to ensure that the

look at our customers and it saddens me to say that I think some

interaction with Horner and it’s employees is pleasant and one that

have lost the real reason we come to work every day. Obviously,

will bring them back. We can have great prices, great facilities and

we all come to work to make a living to support our families but it

great product, but if we do not have customer service, everything

is imperative that our employees live and breathe, by the words

else is immaterial and ultimately, we will fail.

above

I have seen Horner grow tremendously over the years since I

For Horner, and it’s employees to continue to grow, we have to pro-

started working here, full time, 44 years ago. During those years I

vide something that our competitors either are unwilling or incapa-

have seen some amazing things happen here and to this day, it is

ble of doing. That is to provide better customer service than any-

overwhelming sometimes when you think about where and what

one in our market…period, without exception. I feel that in some

my parents started back in 1949. I was raised by two wonderful

cases, this is not happening today and we are starting to slide and

parents that taught me how to work hard, how to take care of cus-

forgetting why we are really here. That is not something that I can

tomers, and how to be ethical in everything that I do. Horner would

allow to happen. We all need to remind each other, each and every

not be what it is today without the foundation that Mother and Dad

day, why we are here and that we must stay laser focused on tak-

laid for all of us. Horner is what it is today because of George and

ing care of our external customers and our internal ones, as well.

Mary Horner, and it is my responsibility to make sure that I never

That includes fellow employees within your operation as well as

do anything, or allow anything to change the standard they set

other Horner operations within the Horner Companies.

nearly 70 years ago.

I ask that all of you during your day to be constantly aware of why

I would also want to say that none of this would have been pos-

you are here and that it is your responsibility as an employee of

sible without all of the employees and the sacrifices, and the time

Horner to always have our customer’s needs above those of your

and effort they have all given to make it all happen. As we all know,

own and to ensure that each and every customer is treated with

this is a very demanding business and requires a lot of time away

respect, honesty and the highest of ethical practices. If we do that,

from family and friends, on most every holiday and weekend, due

we will not have to go out looking for new business, it will find us!!!
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Things We
Have In
Common:
Motorcycles
Life As A Field
Service Tech:
Expanding
Knowledge
by: Collin Mann
Working as a Field Service Tech
doesn’t always involve being on

Dan East
Mechanic
Indy

Jim Howson
EFS
Indy

the jobsite. Our job requires constant educating so that we can
problem solve in the field. The
problems we face in the field are
most likely not in textbooks.
I had the privilege of attending

Mike Harper
Operations
Manager
Springfield

Joe Orr
Logistics

the Vibration Institutes Road
Show, which is a one day course
on vibration analysis. As luck
would have it that the class was
held at Cabela’s. I could hardly
contain my excitement, consid-

Jim Kennedy
Coatings
Manager
Indy

Mike Darrett
Mechanic
Indy

Dennis
Cardwell
Indy

Floyd Mann
Springfield

Jeff Wilson
Indy

Todd
Cochran
Indy

ering the fact all my hobbies are
represented in this store. Fishing
and hunting occupy my free time
and my closet is organized by
work clothes, church clothes,
and camouflage.
On a serious note, the classes
included centrifugal fans,
limitations of accelerometers,
reducing vibration, and pump
fundamentals. I attended this
class with three members of
our EMDS Division. I always
enjoy educational days but look
forward to getting back into the
field as well.

Craig Hallett
Inside Sales
Manager
Indy

Scott Inman
Logistics
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Slurry Pump Project In Springfield

by: Mike Harper

We have a local gravel pit and asphalt

75, and 200 HP. The customer’s corporate

winter shutdown and commissioned the

operation near our Springfield OH repair

engineer was looking for a way to improve

drives. A rep from the integrator came

shop. Over the years, we have built a solid

their power factor from .77 to a .9 target.

in and commissioned the controls and

relationship with this customer, doing field

Since the power company was fining them

performed a test run and set calibration

service, motor and mechanical repairs.

for their low power factor, they offered a

levels for the transducers. From the con-

This project started in September of 2016

rebate to cover half the cost of the three

trol tower, the operators can stop/ start,

when Dave Whited and Karl Hoppe met

AC drives needed for the slurry system

control speeds, monitor tank levels, and

with the corporate engineer and local man-

pumps.

water pressure at the cleaning tower – all

agement about ways to improve power

Dave Whited continued to discuss power

through the Horner touch screen control-

factor. Initially, we looked at PF correction

factor improvement options with the corpo-

ler.

capacitors and then into AC drives as a

rate engineer and local management. The

In a follow-up with the plant manager over

way to improve power efficiency.

decision was finally made to use VFD’s to

the final billing, he stated that he was very

The slurry system consists of three pumps

improve power factor and reduce power

pleased with the project outcome. He said

– a fresh water pump, a sand pump, and

usage, due to pump affinity laws. A 10%

that he was impressed that everyone on-

a waste pump. All part of the cleaning

reduction in speed results in a 23% reduc-

site was very professional. Based on this

system for the gravel they produce. The

tion in energy usage. Horner Industrial

system’s payback over time, the customer

aggregate comes over on a conveyor to

drives engineer, Tom Wagner, was then

may consider similar projects at some of

the cleaning tower and goes on a screen.

called in to inspect the project and bless it.

their other plant sites.

Water is then sprayed to clean the silt and

The project consisted of supplying 3 new

This project is an example of what can

dirt from the gravel. The product then goes

ABB ACS 550 drives, Cool Blue chokes

happen when sales, engineering, and field

to the sand tank and becomes a water and

for line harmonics, line reactors, long lead

service pools their talent to fill a customer

sand slurry mix. The product then goes to

filters, ultrasonic

need.

the classifier to grade the aggregate size

tor tank levels, and a Horner APG touch

and it then gets conveyed into different

screen controller. Chuck Ridgeway assist-

piles. The water goes to the waste pump

ed with the controller and recommended

that returns it to the waste water pond.

an integrator to assist us with this project.

Who knew gravel production was this

Dave Whited and I made a trip to the inte-

complex?

grator’s headquarters to witness test the

Previously, the sand and waste pumps ran

program with the drives connected and

full speed. The fresh water pump had a

operational.

gate valve to limit the flow but the motor

Springfield field service performed the

ran full speed. The motors are rated at 60,

equipment installation during this past

transducers to moni-
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Horner News
Horner

Industrial

awarded

ABB

Tyrus will be assuming the position vacat-

cess of modernizing their 8.5’ diameter;

Certification for Overhaul, Maintenance,

ed by Katie Sandlin.

10’ deep VPI Tank. VPI stands for Vacuum

Repairing and Rewinding ABB Motors

Tyrus has been employed by Horner

Pressure Impregnation and it’s primar-

and Generators

Industrial since he was 18 years old. His

ily used to provide a superior electrical

After a thorough audit of Horner Industrial

resume is quite unique and his experi-

insulation on high voltage motor windings

Indianapolis

Industrial

ence includes multiple jobs within the

from 1000V to 13,600V. The VPI tank was

Springfield, OH by ABB’s North American

Washington Street Shop including a

rebuilt and a new 8000 gallon Stainless

Service Center Repair Coordinator, Horner

Scrapper, Back Room Parts Cleaner,

Steel resin holding tank added. They were

Industrial has once again been recertified

Shipping & Receiving Clerk for the shop,

both manufactured by a certified pressure

by ABB as one of the nation’s only autho-

and most recently was the shop Truck

vessel manufacturer to ensure a long,

rized centers to conduct Warranty Repair,

Driver. Tyrus is active in our United States

useful life. Horner industrial uses “Ranbar”

Rewinds, Overhaul and Maintenance, on

Air Force as an Aircraft Maintenance

brand motor resins at all of their facilities

ABB Motors and Generators.

Crew Chief. He was recently deployed to

and will be filling the tank with Ranbar

Companies considered by ABB to receive

Turkey for the months of late December to

U2002 resin when it’s completed. As a part

such a prestigious honor must meet their

early March where he maintained KC-135

of the rebuild the majority of the mechani-

exacting and demanding standards for

Tankers and managed tool accountability.

cal components were replaced and new

quality, capability, consistency, ability to

He has been in the Air Force Reserves for

hydraulics, electrical and pumping sys-

handle large equipment, technological

four years and recently promoted to the

tems were installed. During the rebuild

acuity and cleanliness. -by Terry Thorne

rank of Staff Sergeant. Thank you for your

Horner Industrial utilized our 5’ VPI tank

Welcome Tyrus, Inside Sales

service Tyrus!

located at Terre Haute to minimize disrup-

The Horner Sales Team is excited to

VPI: Getting It Back Up And Running

tion to our customer base.

announce the addition of Tyrus Demerath

Horner Industrial’s repair facility 1521 E.

- by Terry Thorne

to the Indianapolis Inside Sales Team.

Washington Street is currently in the pro-

Tyrus

and

Horner

-by Craig Hallett

VPI
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Steel Mill Fans
By: Dennis Cardwell
A large steel mill in northern
Indiana had a blower assembly
that needs to be repaired for a
furnace application. We picked it

Hallett University: Voltage and Magnetism

up and Horner Fan & Fabrication
started the process of evaluating

by:Craig Hallett

the unit. Our team quickly realized

If we wound a copper wire around

You may see the volt meter needle

is voltage. In this experiment we just

that some modifications could be

a framing nail, then energized the

jump a bit, but then it returns to

produced AC or Alternating Current.

made that would not only make the

copper coil with a DC battery what

zero. Move the magnet out of the

Amazing! Imagine the potential or

unit operate better but also keep

happens? Remember the Science

coil and voltage jumps again and

possibilities with this new informa-

the price to the customer lower.

Fair project in grade school? The

then returns to zero. What on this

tion.

The mechanical staff took this

nail becomes a magnet. Did you

rare earth is going on? The magnet

More to come in the Summer Issue.

opportunity to come to Indianapolis

know this simple experiment will

has an invisible field around it called

and discuss these ideas with our

operate in reverse as well? In the

flux. A Flux field. You’ve heard that

engineers.

first experiment we used voltage to

term. As the invisible lines of flux cut

of the Horner facilities while they

make a magnet, in reverse, we are

across the copper wire, atoms in the

were in town. The customer told

going to use magnetism to make a

copper throw their valence electron

me that he was so impressed that

voltage. Let’s assume we have a

out of orbit and find another atom to

we took the time to point out how

volt meter hooked up to the coil and

orbit. A bit of extreme science lan-

to make the unit better rather than

we slip a magnet in the copper coil.

guage, but this moving of electrons

just patch the same and send it

We also toured all

back to them. This lead into other

Brain Teaser

jobs and also the opportunity to

This Editions Prize: $50 Giftcard

submit drawings for complete units
and repairs going forward. Horner

There are 3 doors, each door is a way

Answer to last quarters Brain Teaser: A

is now the official supplier for their

to die. First door has fire and lava,

plane crashes on the border of the US and

new and repaired units.

second door has lions that have not

Canada. Where do they bury the suvivors?

eaten in 5 years, and the third door is a

A: Dont bury survivors

100 ft drop into alligators. Which door
will you likely survive?

Last quarters winners:
1st $50 gift card: Mark Roenker, Cincinnati

Three days to give me your answer. The

2nd $25 gift card: Jeff House, Indy

right answers will go into a drawing for

3rd Horner goodie bag: Tim Powers,

a final winner. There will be 3 additional

Springfield

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for all

4th Horner goodie bag: Rosie Frushon,

locations to receive before drawing.

Indy

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Jeff Mougey’s
(Springfield) new
wife and puppy

Lori Beam’s (Springfield) son Brayden
Beam at AIT Training

Ashley Eddelman’s
Daughter Charley on
Easter

Joe Dupont’s
(Louisville) Granddaughters

HORNER INSIDER

ISSUE 16

Dennis Cardwell
(Indy) with his
Grandson Grayson

Jesus Para (Indy)
Engaged to Girlfriend Kaycee

Evan Baldwin (MFS)
playing in the snow
with his Daughter

Mary Horner’s
Birthday Celebrating 96 years!

Dan East (Indy) celebrating St. Patricks
Day

Jason Belton’s
(APG) Daughters on
Easter

SPRING 2018

Horner Employees In Action

Jacob Brown’s
(Indy) new
Daughter Laura

Mike Butler’s (Indy)
Son Nick’s wedding
in AZ

Alan Horner’s
Grandchicldren
Hayden and
Hannah

Bob Swaim’s (APG)
Grandchildren on
Easter

